
 
 

 
 

 
 

Door Set Energy Rating Scheme 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Following discussions held at various BFRC Simulators and Technical 
Committee meetings, it has been decided that the current Window Energy 
Rating Scheme be extended to cover door sets of various types. 
 
The outcome of the discussions held at the various meetings was 
summarised and circulated in a previous position paper.  This document was 
circulated to the members of the BFRC Advisory Group, the Board and the 
BFRC Technical Committee.  Following the feedback received regarding the 
initial position paper, a number of changes to the scheme have been agreed.  
What follows is the amended scheme. 
 
 
Classification of Door Sets 
 
Section 6 of SAP 2009 classifies doors as follows: - 
 
“6.2 Openings for which solar gain is included 
Openings should be classified as windows, glazed doors or solid doors according to 

the percentage of glazed area (the percentage of total area of opening that is glass, 

i.e. excluding framing, mullions, transoms, solid panels etc.). For SAP calculations 

definitions in Table 6.1 apply: 

Table 6.1 : Classification of openings 

Category Description Glazing area Solar gain included 
1 Solid door < 30 % No 

2 Glazed door 30% - 60% No 

3 Window > 60 % Yes 

4 Roof windows All cases Yes 

Patio doors, which have large glazing areas, generally 70% or more, should be 

treated as windows and so should take account of solar gain. No allowance should be 

made for solar gain via doors in categories 1 and 2 even though they have some 

glazing.  

 

It is obviously highly desirable that any proposed rating scheme for door sets 
follows closely the conventions of SAP 2009 to avoid widespread confusion. 
 
Thus it is proposed to treat Patio, French doors and Sliding Folding (or “Bi-
fold”) doors as windows for the purposes of ratings, and to include the solar 
gain.  All other door sets would be treated as doors and the solar gain will 
form no part of the rating. 



Proposal For Rating Of Patio and French Doors 
 
It is proposed that the standard size for rating of Patio and French doors be 
2m wide by 2.18m high as laid out in BS EN 14351 Part 1 2006. 
 
It is proposed that the standard configuration be both leafs fully glazed with no 
mid-rail.  A Patio door or French door can be supplied with a mid-rail, but the 
mid-rail would be ignored for ratings purposes. In the case of a Patio door, 
one leaf would be fixed and one leaf would be sliding.  In the case of French 
doors, both leafs would be opening, with a flying mullion (the use of a fixed 
mullion has implications for seal length for the purposes of air leakage 
calculation). As the use of fixed mullions in French Doors is comparatively 
rare, it is felt that this can be safely left out of the rating scheme. 
 
It is proposed that the existing window energy rating formula and same band 
cut-offs be used to calculate the energy rating.  It is appreciated that due to 
the increased size, and therefore improved glass fraction of Patio and French 
doors, that it will be easier to achieve good ratings when compared with 
windows.  However, it is felt that this is entirely consistent with the greater 
energy efficiency of these doors in comparison with windows of similar 
specification. 
 
The justification for including solar gain is that for the configuration specified 
(i.e. fully glazed with no mid-rail), the vast majority of these types of door will 
have a glazed area greater than 60%, and thus according to SAP 2009, the 
solar gain must be taken into account. 
 
It should be noted that concern has been expressed with regard to excessive 
solar gain on south facing elevations. This is potentially an issue, but it should 
be remembered that even “A” rated Patio and French doors will have 
substantially lower solar gains that the vast majority of such doors currently 
installed, which have two panes of non-coated float glass, and consequently 
will have substantially higher solar gains than those doors using coated glass.   
 
 
 
Proposal For The Rating Of Sliding Folding Doors 
 
It is proposed that the standard size for rating of Sliding Folding doors be 
2.0m wide by 2.18m high. BS EN 14351 Part 1 2006 does not specify a size 
for this type of door, but for consistency it is felt, on balance, that it is best to 
stick to the size laid down for patio and French doors.  
 
The standard configuration will be a three-sash door, made up of two sliding 
leaves and one hinged leaf.  All leaves to be fully glazed with no mid-rail. The 
door may be supplied with a mid rail, but this would be ignored for the 
purposes of rating. 
 
It is proposed that the existing window energy rating formula and same band 
cut-offs be used to calculate the energy rating.  The justification for including 
solar gain is that for the configuration specified, the vast majority of these 
types of door will have a glazed area greater than 60%, and thus according to 
SAP 2009, the solar gain must be taken into account. 



 
Proposal For The Rating Of External Pedestrian Door Sets 
 
It is proposed that the standard size for rating an External Pedestrian door be 
1.23m wide by 2.18m high in the case of single doors, and 2.0m wide by 
2.18m high in the case of double door sets,  as laid out in BS EN 14351 Part 1 
2006. 
 
It is proposed that there will be three categories of rated External Pedestrian 
Doors: - 
 

1) Solid, unglazed doors (with raised or fielded panels if appropriate). 
 
2) Partially glazed doors, with a glazing panel in the top section of the 

door above the mid rail. 
 

3) Fully glazed doors, with glazed panels above and below a mid rail. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – Categories of Rated Door Types 
 
These three door types should cater for all material types, namely PVC-U, 
aluminium and timber, and also for composite type doors. Note, the number 
and position of raised or fielded panels will be as shown in figure 1. 
 
The many different styles of doors actually offered in the marketplace would 
be rated according to the above three types dependent on their glazed areas 
as follows: - 
 

Glazed area ≤ 10 % - door set rated as type 1 – Unglazed. 
 

Glazed area >10 % but ≤ 30 % - door set rated as type 2 – Partially glazed 
 
Glazed area > 30 % – door set rated as type 3 – Fully glazed. 



 

Practically this means that any configuration of door with a glazed area of ≤ 
10% would be rated as a type 1 door, any configuration of door with a glazed 
area between 10 % and 30% would be rated as a type 2 door, and any 
configuration of door with a glazed area > 30% would be rated as a type 3 
door. This will vastly reduce the burden of calculations required, as only one 
rating need be performed in each category, and all door styles of the 
appropriate glazed area will be allowed to carry that rating. 
 
 
 
 
Rating Equation for External Pedestrian Doors 
 
As previously discussed, it is not appropriate to include solar gain in the rating 
process for External Pedestrian doors.  Thus the equation used for rating of 
these doors would be as follows: - 
 

DER = -68.5 x (Udoor + Effective L50) 
 

This equation is the energy balance for the door if the solar heat gain is 
discounted. 
 
Since solar gain does not form part of the rating process, the band cut offs 
need to re-addressed. 
 
In order to determine the band cut-offs, it is necessary first to define the upper 
and lower limits of existing performance, in term of U value and air leakage 
rates.  After much discussion and debate, it is felt that the A band should 
reflect the best performing glazed doors currently available in the UK.  This 
will give manufacturers the capability to offer A rated doors together with A 
rated windows if the customer so desires.  After seeking advice from many 
door manufacturers, the consensus seems to be that the best performing 
glazed door sets available currently have a U value in the region of 1.0.  
Allying this to a zero air leakage rate gives a DER of –68. 
 
Similarly, part L of the current building regulations (1st October 2010) gives a 
maximum allowable Udoor of 1.8.  Allying this to an air leakage rate of 2 
m3/(m.h), (equivalent to 12m3/hr overall) which is a highly conservative figure, 
in that the vast majority of door sets currently available are capable of 
achieving significantly lower air leakage rates, gives a DER of –130 
kWh/(m2.yr) 
 

Thus, considering that a DER of ≥ -70 should be an A rating, and that a DER 
of –130 should just achieve an E rating, and that the bands should be spaced 
equally in between, the following band cut-offs are proposed: - 
 
   



Table 1 – Proposed DER band cut-offs 
 

      ≥   -70 A 

     < -70  to ≥   -85 B 

     < -85  to ≥ -100 C 

    < -100 to ≥ -115 D 

    < -115 to ≥ -130 E 

    < -130 to ≥ -145  F 
    < -145  G 
 
 
(Note that a door set falling in band F or G would not be acceptable under the 
current Building Regulations as its associated U value would be > 1.8. It is felt 
to be worthwhile to include these two bandings to cover cases of doors which 
may be exempt from the current Building Regulations – i.e. for architecturally 
sensitive applications and the like). 
 
The table below shows the potential Door Energy Rating bands achieved by 
various combinations of U value and air leakage rate for indicative purposes 
only 
 

Table 2 – Indicative DER Ratings bands 
  

U value Air leakage Rating  Band 

(W/m
2
K) (m

3
/m.h)   

0.7 0 -48 A 

0.7 2 -55 A 

0.8 0 -55 A 

0.8 2 -62 A 

0.9 0 -62 A 

0.9 2 -68 A 

1.0 0 -68 A 

1.0 2 -75 B 

1.1 0 -75 B 

1.1 2 -82 B 

1.2 0 -82 B 

1.2 2 -89 C 

1.3 0 -89 C 

1.3 2 -96 C 

1.4 0 -96 C 

1.4 2 -103 D 

1.5 0 -103 D 

1.5 2 -110 D 

1.6 0 -110 D 

1.6 2 -116 E 

1.7 0 -116 E 

1.7 2 -123 E 

1.8 0 -123 E 

1.8 2 -130 E 

 
 



 
 
NOTE – it is appreciated that under the current building regulations that came 
into force on October 1st 2010, only windows with a Window Energy Rating of 
C or above (or a Uw of 1.6 or below) will be deemed to comply with Part L.  
Whilst it is appreciated that devising a door set rating scheme comprising 
solely of bands A to C appears to be simpler in that it maintains consistency 
with Window Energy Ratings, the drawback of adopting this approach is that 
in order to adequately cover the range of thermal performance required, the 
bands would need to be ridiculously wide, thus seriously compromising the 
value of the scheme.  It should also be appreciated that the door set rating 
scheme initially would not provide a route to compliance with the building 
regulations, and thus would be a marketing scheme only, as was Window 
Energy Ratings in its early days. 
 
 
 
 
 
CALCULATION METHODOLOGY 
 
The exact method of determining Udoor by thermal simulation has been 
finalised by the BFRC Technical Committee.  A new Simulators Manual and 
associated spreadsheets will be produced to cover the ratings of doors.  All 
BFRC simulators will receive adequate guidance and training through a series 
of workshops to allow them to undertake the rating of doors in an accurate 
and consistent manner.  If a BFRC Simulator wishes to undertake door-rating 
work, they will need to have attended a door-rating workshop, and to have 
successfully completed a door rating round robin exercise. 
 
It is appreciated that some composite door manufacturers may be unable to 
produce a door of 2.18 m high by 1.23 m wide due to the maximum size of 
available door blank being insufficient to meet this requirement. In this case, 
such a door leaf shall be simulated at maximum possible size, and the 
spreadsheet will perform the relevant calculation to take account of the larger 
size. 
 
In the case of low access thresholds, manufacturers will be allowed the option 
of simulating both a normal and low access threshold and registering the 
worst case, with the rating being applicable to both door threshold types.  Of 
course if the manufacturer wishes, they will be allowed to register both types 
individually if they feel that there is a commercial advantage to be gained by 
so doing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
SUMMARY 
 
The Door Energy Rating Scheme proposed above will provide a robust 
framework to compare various door sets against each other on a fair and 
equal footing.  It is capable of accepting most material and construction types 
currently in use, and is not overly restrictive in the type of door construction 
and design that may be accepted for rating in the scheme. 
 
The industry appears keen to adopt door ratings as a matter of urgency.  The 
above scheme, whilst requiring minimal additional training of existing 
simulators, would provide such a scheme in a timely manner, and hopefully 
would build on the success of the Window Energy Scheme currently 
operating. 
 
It is likely that the industry will initially be sceptical about the band cut-off 
points for External Pedestrian Doors, as they may feel that C and above 
ratings are too hard to achieve.  However, the proposed band cut-offs are 
designed to make the scheme reasonably future proof with regard to further 
innovations in thermal insulation technology with regard to this type of door. 
 
1st September 2011. 
 
Dr Gary Morgan 
Therm Consulting 
Chairman BFRC Technical Committee 


